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Academics
Some of the words and terms used in this booklet may not be familiar to all those reading it. The following brief explanations
may be helpful.

Key Terms

Academics

Class Rank Deciles

Grouping

A procedure by which each student is ranked by deciles according to In many of the major subjects, students are scheduled according to
his/her weighted grade point average. Students will be grouped performance and interest in that subject. Standardized test scores,
according to deciles (such as 1st Deciles being the top ranking teacher/counselor recommendation and previous classroom perfor10% of the class). Deciles will be listed on the final report card. In mance determine placement. In order to select courses that are aporder to be included in the official class rank deciles, students must propriate to ability, please refer to the descriptions below that indihave been enrolled in Sun Valley for at least three consecutive years. cate how difficult the course is as well as appropriate reading comprehension percentiles for placement in those groupings.
Credits

One or 1/2 credit is earned upon successful completion (passing
grade). Sun Valley offers classes worth the following number of
credits: 1.0 and .5 In order to graduate from Sun Valley, students
must earn a minimum of credits as listed under “Graduation Requirements.”

Advanced Placement (AP)

ment requirements in order to be scheduled.

Students must meet the pre-requisites and other listed requirements for enrollment in Advanced Placement courses. See
pages 19-20 of the Student Handbook for additional details.

This level is intended for academically talented students whose abilities, interests and demonstrated levels of performance illustrate that
they can successfully complete difficult, college-level work in high
school. Students may earn college credit or advanced standing at
many colleges by earning high scores on the Advanced Placement
Tests. The tests are prepared by Educational Testing Services (ETS)
Elective Course
Electives are courses that students choose to study. In most cases, and are administered at Sun Valley in May. A fee is charged for each
elective courses cannot be taken in place of required courses. They test. Students prepare for the tests by taking advanced placement
are selected to satisfy total course requirements for graduation in courses.
addition to the required courses. Any elective must meet enrollNCAA Requirements

The NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse must declare student
athletes wishing to participate and be eligible for athletic scholarship/
participation at the Division I and II levels during senior year. It is
imperative that the student and/or parent notify the guidance counselor that he/she is applying to the Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse so
that the appropriate scheduling can be maintained. Registration is
required during the student’s junior year.

Honors (H)

This level is for high-achieving students who excel academically and
have demonstrated an ability to express themselves effectively via
various mediums. The designation of (H) in the course book describes those courses in which the expected standards of performance are very high. Students use enrichment materials, engage in
research, and complete other activities reserved for those with adPrerequisite
A prerequisite is a course or requirement that a student must com- vanced academic skills.
plete in order to qualify for entry into another course (example: Before
students can study geometry, they must have successfully completed Algebra I. Therefore, Accelerated (X)
Algebra I is a prerequisite for Geometry). The Prerequisite may also be part of This college-prep level describes those courses that make up the ma-

requirement..

jor core of the curricula. Students enrolled in the Accelerated level
courses are, for the most part, planning to continue their education
after high school through competitive four-year colleges or technical
studies programs.

Academics
years at another high school will not be calculated in class deciles
This college prep level is geared toward two-year and four-year col- rank.
leges or technical school. The courses are designed to strengthen FIGURE 1.1- The chart above details the weighted value of Sun Valley
students’ skills and increase their knowledge in basic subject areas to Courses used in determining class deciles rank.
ensure future work and/or school success.

Academic (A)

College Admissions Requirement

Elective courses are designated Accelerated (X). Upper Requirements for admission to college are considerably higher than
level World Languages remain Honors level (H) as well high school graduating requirements in most cases. College-bound
students should check requirements of the colleges to which they
as designated 4th year core courses.
want to apply. Some colleges require students to take Accelerated,
Honors and Advanced Placement level courses every year in high
Career Exploration Program
school. Many four-year colleges require at least 2 years of the same
Sun Valley High School’s Career Exploration Program, a full-time
world language in high school; more selective schools require 3 to 4
program, is offered to twelfth grade students during the last three or
years of the same world language.
four weeks of their senior year. Self-realization and self-discovery,
the goals of this innovative program, are acquired through experiAdvanced
Honors
Accelerated
enced-based learning
Placement

 Have maintained a “C” average or better in every class on
every report card during the senior year.
 Have a record free of suspensions during his/her senior
year.
 Have been absent no more than ten days during his/her
senior year.
 Be on a full-time schedule of classes.
 Not be in either a work experience or vocational-technical
program.

Class Deciles Rank
Rank/Deciles in class is calculated on all subjects for which credit is
given. It is important to remember that achievement in each year of
high school weighs equally in determining the cumulative grade
point average and years at another high school will not be calculated
in class deciles rank. Class deciles rank is a significant factor considered for admission to college and for employment. It is officially
calculated only at the end of an academic year after credits have been
earned; for reporting senior year class deciles rank, the junior end-ofyear
class
deciles
rank will
be used
and will
be calculated
on September
1st. Any
student
who has
completed 2

A+
AAB+
BBC+
C
CD+
D
DF

- 5.0
- 5.0
- 4.7
- 4.3
- 4.0
- 3.7
- 3.3
- 3.0
- 2.7
- 2.3
- 2.0
- 1.7
- 0.0

A+
AAB+
BBC+
C
CD+
D
DF

- 4.5
- 4.5
- 4.2
- 3.8
- 3.5
- 3.2
- 2.8
- 2.5
- 2.2
- 1.8
- 1.5
- 1.2
- 0.0

A+
AAB+
BBC+
C
CD+
D
DF

- 4.0
- 4.0
- 3.7
- 3.3
- 3.0
- 2.7
- 2.3
- 2.0
- 1.7
- 1.3
- 1.0
- 0.7
- 0.0

Delaware County Technical Schools

Students from Sun Valley High School have the opportunity to enhance their education with career and technical experiences directly
connected to the real world. Delaware County Technical Schools
have two locations, Aston Campus and Folcroft Campus.
Dual Enrollment: Please refer to the student handbook for
Dual enrollment requirements and guidelines.
Cyber Classes

Sun Valley High School meets the diverse learning interests
and educational needs of students by offering courses through
GradPoint. GradPoint adds to the current course offerings in
this guide by allowing students to select additional innovative,
high-quality on-line courses that otherwise would not be available on a case by case basis.

Academics
Grade Promotion
Grade Promotion

Keystone Exams

Students enrolled at Sun Valley High School will progress from one Beginning with the class of 2020 the Commonwealth of Pennsylvagrade to another according to the credits they earn and not according nia requires all students to take and pass the Keystone Exams in Alto the number of years they have been enrolled in the high school.
gebra, Biology and Literature.
Freshman: Meet the promotion requirements of Northley
Middle School.
Sophomores: Achieve at least 5 credits and 1 year of high
school.
Juniors: Achieve at least 11 credits and 2 years of high
school.
Seniors: Achieve at least 16 credits and 3 years of high
school.

Grade Reporting
Grade Reporting Procedure

Report cards are issued every nine weeks via online access and an printed
at any time. If a printed report card is needed please contact the office.
At the midpoint of each quarter an e-alert will be sent, reminding parents
to check their students grades.
“A”—(90 -100)
“B”—(80-89)
“C”—(70-79)
“D”—(60-69)
“F”—(59-below)

W—Withdraw Failure
M—Medical
I—Incomplete
U—Audit

Final Grade Report

A student’s final grade is determined by the following calculation:
MP1 Grade = 20%
MP2 Grade = 20%
Mid-Term Exam = 10%
MP3 Grade = 20%
MP4 Grade = 20%
Final Exam = 10%
On-Line Grade Reporting

Parents/Guardians also have access to their child’s grades via the
internet. Parents/Guardians can log onto the district web page and
follow directions to view their child’s schedule and grade report.

In order to graduate and earn a diploma from Sun Valley HS, all
students must meet the following requirements:
1. Successfully complete and earn credit for courses as detailed
in the table below.
2. Students that do not demonstrate proficiency on the Algebra
I, Biology, and Literature Exams will be scheduled into semester-long, 0.5 credit lab courses to recover content and
retake the corresponding exam.

Academics

Academic Key Terms

Graduation Requirements
Minimum Graduation Requirements

English
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies
Phys. Ed/Arts/
Humanities/Electives

4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
1.5
7.5

Total Credits

23.0

College Bound Students

English
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies
Phys. Ed./Arts/
Humanities/Electives
World Language

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

Total Credits

23.0

4.0
3.0

In order to graduate and earn a diploma from Sun Valley HS, all students must meet the following requirements:
1. Successfully complete and earn credit for courses as detailed in the
table below.
2. Students that do not demonstrate proficiency on the Algebra I, Biology, and Literature Exams will be scheduled into semester-long, 0.5
credit lab courses to recover content and retake the corresponding
exam.

Typical Sequence of Classes

English
Survey of Literature
American Literature (10th )
World Literature (11th)
British Literature

Mathematics
Algebra 1A
Algebra 1B
Algebra I
Geometry
Algebra II
Intro to Calculus
Calculus
Statistics
FST

Science
General Science
Biology
Chemistry
Physics

Social Studies
Civics & Government
World History
American History
Elective

Academics

Reading Your Course Selection Guide

Eligible Grade(s)
Course Name
Course Number

Amount of credit. Note:
.5 Credit courses are
semester based

726 Photography III
Grade 12
Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Photography I and II.
Photography III is offered to students who have successfully passed photography I and II. Students will work on photographic projects where they may explore personal, aesthetic or technical interests through the development of an individualized photographic series and advanced
portfolio development.
Some courses have
prerequisites.
Read each course description.

Guidance
Counselors are important in the course selection process.

Through continuous contact, they can assist students in making
choices in line with career goals. The counselors use school records including grades, teacher recommendations, test results,
work habits, attitudes and previously determined goals to help students with their school plan.
Parents wishing assistance with course selections are encouraged to contact guidance.

Sun Valley H.S. Guidance
610 - 497- 6300 Ext. 2365

Naviance
The Naviance system allows the guidance department to support student success in high school and beyond. It allows students, parents and guidance convenient access to new and
proven methods to raise student awareness of postsecondary
options, chart a path to success and align their coursework to
their goals. This allows for better decision making —
expanding accountability beyond test scores with a detailed
profile for every student and incorporating detailed demographics, survey responses, personality and learning style
assessment results, course plans, academic and career interests, Summer School
Students who schedule summer school courses to make up
key accomplishments, and more.
credits for a failed course must be pre-approved by the GuidStudents are encouraged to review their Naviance profile and ance Department before the course begins. Summer School
career assessment to align their course selections with their will be done online through Sun Valley using the GradPoint
assessment results. Naviance is available through the Penn- platform. Summer school courses not taken at Sun Valley
Delco website. Select Sun Valley in the drop down, and must be accredited and parent’s must provide the Guidance
Naviance Student Log-in will be found listed in the Site Department with an official record of the student’s participation and the grade received.
Shortcuts of the Sun Valley homepage.
Tutoring in Lieu of Summer School
Modification of Student Schedules
It is important that you choose your courses carefully. No For Make-Up Credit
changes will be made to your course requests in the fall. Students also have the option of being tutored instead of attending Summer School. All tutors must be PA certified to
If a student has an administrative error or omission in his/her teach the make-up course and subject area and be preschedule when they are mailed in the summer, the student or approved by Sun Valley Administration. Students must reparent should call the Guidance Office. A correction will be ceive thirty (30) hours of instruction for full-year courses. The
made before the start of school. Parents wishing to change or tutor must submit a copy of the course content, the number of
over-ride their child’s course selections must complete the hours completed, and the grade received prior to the start of
Course Change form and return it to the Guidance Office. school. All tutoring work must be recorded via a letter from
Only course changes requested in writing will be honored.
the tutor and filed with the Guidance Department before
school opens in September .

Art Department
The art courses at Sun Valley are designed for the student who enjoys art and is looking to expand his/her creative skills. Opportunities for developing creative and critical thinking skills, as well as practical skills in a wide variety of media are included in
each course offering.

Art Courses
Art Foundations I (.5)
Art Foundations II
AP Studio Art
Ceramics & Sculpture (.5)
Ceramics & Sculpture II
Photography I (.5)
Photography II
Photography III
Mixed Media (.5)
Peer Buddy Assistive Art (.5)
Advanced Painting (.5)
Observational Drawing (.5)

9
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Art Department
texture) on the picture plane to communicate content. Through his/
her portfolio, each student’s goal is to show mastery of composition,
In this beginning course, students learn to recognize the elemastery of technique, mastery of different media, and mastery of
ments and principles of design and use them in a variety of art concept. Equal weight is placed on the importance of quality and
media and techniques. Students are provided with opportuni- personal voice.
ties to work in the studio areas of drawing, painting, and printmaking. The course includes the four problem-solving areas of 5158X Ceramics & Sculpture
art: art criticism, aesthetics, art history, and art production.
Grades 9-12 Credits .5

59991 Art Foundations I
Grades 9-12 Credits .5

59991X Art Foundations II
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: A grade of “C” or above in Art Foundations I

The goals of this course are to understand art production in three
dimensions, investigate three-dimensional media and techniques, and
apply the elements of art and principles of design into threedimensional art. Projects will vary from sculpture, assemblage, paper
mache, and ceramics. Students will explore and evaluate the history
of three-dimensional objects in art. Students are required to keep
current notes and worksheets in a binder, complete class assignments, and produce satisfactory three-dimensional artwork.

This course is intended to help students develop the skills learned in
Art Foundations I and expand skills learned a step further in terms
of art production, art history, art criticism, and aesthetics. There is
an emphasis on art history as students investigate the birth and cycles
of different art movements, styles, and geographic regions. Students’
projects are a direct reflection of the historical, cultural, and social 51582 Ceramics & Sculpture II
contexts of both art movements and individual works of art. StuGrades 10-12 Credits 1.0
dents explore a variety of media, subject matter, techniques, and Prerequisites: A grade of “C” or better in Ceramics and Sculpture
problem solving.
Students taking Ceramics and Sculpture II will continue to develop
51711AP AP Studio Art: 2-D Design
hand building and sculpture skills as a means of solving visual arts
AP
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0
problems. Refinement of drawing techniques, alternate methods of
surface decoration, and glazing provide the student with a greater
Prerequisites: An “A” average in Art Foundations II.
number of design options. Historical and cultural studies will continue looking at both past and contemporary artists. Students selecting
In order for all art students to reach their full potential as individu- this course are required to have taken Ceramics and Sculpture I and
als, this course also requires students to participate in an admissions earned a C or better.
test. All interested students will receive an assignment to complete,
and all submissions will be reviewed by the art department. Upon 11052 Photography I
review, students will be placed in AP or Art III: Independent Study.
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5
In order for students to meet the high expectations of the art department, it is important that they are placed at a class level that will al- This photography course introduces students to the Elements of Art
low them to succeed.
and Principles of Design needed for creating photographs: including
basic layout and design, color theory, shape, form, and composition.
AP Art is a college level art course for students who are interested in This course will familiarize the student with digital and analog photoan intense amount of art production and meticulous development of graphic process, equipment, software, materials, and methods
portfolios. Students entering this course have a thorough back- through hands-on practice. Emphasis will be placed on the photoground in formal design and study in art history, art criticism, and graphic image as a means of expression and the use of the camera to
aesthetics. Students work diligently all year preparing a total of 24 explore and discover the visual world. The history of photography
exceptional works (at the pace of approximately one work per week) will also be discussed. No experience is necessary.
to be submitted to the AP College Board in May. Students must
demonstrate both a variety of artworks and a themed body of art- Photography II
work. This course requires commitment to hard work (both in and
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0
out of class) and frequent evaluation/critique of artworks with the
teacher and with peers. Students explore a variety of media, subject Prerequisites: Successful completion of Photography I.
matter, techniques, and problem solving. There is a $25.00 lab fee
for this class. This covers the student’s use of professional quality Students in photography II will further explore photographic
supplies that are reserved exclusively for the AP art students
composition while advancing technical skills in the areas of
learning the functions of Digital SLR cameras, studio lighting
The 2-D design portfolio must involve purposeful decision-making equipment, post- processing skills, alternative process photogabout how to use the elements of design in an integrative way. Us- raphy and developing a concentration of work. Students are proing the principles of design (unity/variety, balance, emphasis, con- vided with opportunities to analyze their own work and their
trast, rhythm, repetition, proportion/scale, figure/ground relation- peers’ work.
ships), artists organize the elements (line, shape, space, color, value,

Art Department
110523 Photography III
Grade 11-12 Credits 1.0

05201 Peer Buddy Assistive Art
Grade 9-12
Credits 0.5

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Photography I and II.

*Peer Buddy Students Only – Successful Recommendation into
the Peer Buddy Program

Photography III is offered to students who have successfully
passed photography I and II. Students will work on photographic projects where they may explore personal, aesthetic or technical interests through the development of an individualized
photographic series and advanced portfolio development. It is
recommended that students in this course take the AP Exam
when it is offered in May.
05154 Mixed Media
Grade 10 - 12 Credits 0.5

This course is geared toward the special education students and
the Peer Buddy Program. This course will introduce fundamental concepts of two dimensional and three dimensional art and
design while using a variety of materials, processes, and tools.
Students enrolled in this class will be assisted by a peer buddy
who will be working on an assignment of a similar type.

Assignments will vary from drawing, painting, collage, small 3D
construction, and assemblage. Students will explore and evaluate
the four problem-solving areas of art: art criticism, aesthetics, art
Prerequisites: Art I
history, and art production. This course is designed to focus on
building the relationship between the special education student,
Mixed Media course will focus on image making through the
application and exploration of various artistic mediums including his/her peer buddy, and inclusion within the regular education
but not limited to painting and drawing, collage and assemblage, classroom, while providing a substantial art experience for these
students.
photo montage, found objects, Print making, bookbinding etc.
Students will focus on work that addresses technical issues such
as texture and multiple-layers and the process of discovery and
evolution that happens when multiple materials are joined together. Students will be encouraged to seek out ideas and visual
inspiration from their own life experiences and the larger world
as source material for their work.
05157 Advanced Paint
Grade 11-12 Credits 0.5

Prerequisites: Art I
Students will concentrate on the correct use of watercolor, gouache, tempera, acrylic, encaustic oil paint and mixed media painting through project based learning. The semester will involve
experimentation with paint through portrait, landscape, figure
and abstract composition. Students will review the importance
of color theory and art history.
05156 Observational Drawing
Grade 11-12 Credits 0.5

Prerequisites: Art I and Art II
Observational Drawing is an advanced life drawing course that
teaches students how to look, analyze and draw an object from real
life. Students will draw from different objects and models located in
the studio. Students will also travel around campus to find architectural and landscape drawing opportunities throughout the semester.
The class will concentrate primarily on dry medium which consists
of pencil, charcoal, pen and pastel. Students will also study the importance of art history, lightening and composition.

Business & Technology Department
Business courses are open to all students at the grade levels indicated. More detailed information on business course selection
is available with the guidance counselors and business education teachers. Be sure to consult with them if your are considering
business as a vocation.

Business & Marketing Courses
Workplace Experience/Co-Op
Accounting I
Accounting II
Marketing & Sales (.5)
Business Law (.5)
Personal Finance
Introduction to Business (.5)
Web Design (.5)
AP Economics
Sports & Entertainment
Management (.5)
Adobe Illustrator (.5)
Digital Communication I
Technology Foundation (.5)
Textile Design and Creation (.5)
3-D Modeling (.5)
Photoshop (.5)
Introduction to Coding and
Game Design (.5)
Entrepreneurship
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Business & Technology Department
04348 Workplace Experience/ Co-Op
Grade 12
Credits 1.0

with a more advanced and in-depth emphasis on ledgers, journals
and cash flow models. This course will also introduce managerial

Prerequisite: Good academic and behavioral standing, including parental consent.
This course will create an opportunity for students to gain release
time school in a career or field of interest. The invaluable experience
of gaining real world exposure through employment will be achieved
by student being release prior to 7th and 8th period in order to work
a minimum of 15 hours per week. Students will meet weekly with
their faculty advisor showing proof of employment, work schedule,
employment evaluations, and on site work observations.

accounting concepts related to inventory control, pricing, and
matching revenue with costs.

11155 Adobe Illustrator
Grades 10-12 Credits .5

This course is designed to introduce students to the world of vector
graphics. Vector-based graphical elements are highly useful in all
manner of design professions. Vector art is fully scalable and utilized
by all graphic professions which require detailed, accurate design,
including: architects, engineers, graphic artists, silk-screening designers, logo designers, web professionals, and many more. Illustrator is
often used as a "pre-press" application because of the precise nature
of the elements comprising of artwork and drawings. For this reason, it is an extremely versatile compositing tools which blends many
types of artwork, raster graphics, and text into a professionally publishable document.
12104 Accounting I
Grades 9-12

12999 Marketing & Sales
Grades 9-12 Credits .5

Marketing and Sales is designed to acquaint students with the fundamentals of marketing in a free enterprise system and a general
knowledge of selling and sales related marketing activities. Topics
covered include channels of distribution, career opportunities in
merchandising, sales techniques and supporting activities to make
selling effective.
12999X Business Law
Grades 10-12 Credits .5

This is a demanding yet personally rewarding course that encompasses many interesting, relevant, and contemporary topics regarding
law. The course commences with an overview of ethics, law and the
judicial system. However, the main emphasis is placed on the many
components of contract law. Course content includes sales and consumer protection, real property, insurance, and business organization.
12103 Personal Finance
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0

This course will prepare students with the skills required to make
decisions, obtain a job, manage their personal resources and apply
academic skills to daily living experiences. Consumer education along
This course exposes students to the world of financial accounting— with money management will also be covered.
the language of business. Students explore the make-up, in general,
of sole proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations, and discover 4203AP Economics
the importance of accounting activities. Students learn how to record AP
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0
daily business transactions that ultimately result in the preparation of Prerequisites: Teacher Recommendation.
key financial statements such as the balance sheet and the income
statement. Century 21 accounting software is used to replicate “real The purpose of this course is to provide students with a college-level
world” accounting experiences. This course is beneficial to students experience, to increase student understanding and interest in the
who are interested in a business career and/or those students who daily applications of the way our economy functions, and to prepare
want to prepare themselves to more effectively manage their future students for the Microeconomics course that they will encounter as
finances.
business majors in any college or university.
Credits 1.0

121042 Accounting II
X
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Accounting I.

10201 Web Design
Grades 10-12 Credits .5

Do you like surfing the web? Have you ever wondered how websites are created? This course is designed to introduce you to web
This course exposes students to the world of financial accounting— page design. You will learn how to create websites through class
the language of business. This course would follow Accounting I tutorials and enhance your own web pages. You will use Adobe
Dreamweaver, Photo Shop, digital cameras and scanners.

Business & Technology Department
12163 Sports & Entertainment Management
Grades 10-12 Credits 0.5

11159 3-D Modeling
Grades 10-12

This course is designed for students interested in a career within
sport recreation, sports management and entertainment industry.
Students will discover how organizations have turned single events
into a multibillion dollar industry. Students will learn all aspects of
management including marketing, law, finance and ethics.

This course introduces students to 3D modeling tools and concepts. Using Sketch-up and Blender, students learn the basics of
creating shapes, adding textures and lighting, and rendering. By
the end of the course, students produce a series of increasingly
sophisticated projects for their 3D portfolio. This course is suitable for students with no prior experience in 3D design or digital
media authoring tools.

12051 Introduction to Business
Grade 10-12 Credits 0.5

Credits .5

10004 Introduction To Coding and Game Design
Grades 10-12 Credits 0.5
This introductory course provides a sampling of business and finan-

cial systems utilized in the business world today. This survey style
course will cover finance, economics, accounting, marketing, busi- Students will learn the fundamental concepts and terminology of
ness law, entrepreneurship and management. Students will examine video game development and develop skills in designing and
writing simple computer programs. The course assumes no procurrent issues, cases and components in the field of business.
gramming background and provides an overview of the software
development process in addition to introducing important pro10003 Technology Foundation
gramming constructs and methodologies.
Grade 9
Credits 0.5
Students will work on small mini units of classes within our curriculum framework. This is designed to offer the students a
chance to explore the various areas of technology and see what
is right for them. Students will create electronic portfolios and
track their accomplishments throughout their high school careers.

211072 Digital Communication I
Grade 10-12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Digital Communication I
Digital Communications introduces a wide variety of digital media skills
such as graphic design, advertising design, packaging design, and web
design and development. Students explore the fundamental elements of
design, multimedia, and communications, and learn how to use the appropriate media to solve communications problems.

05164 Textile Design and Creation
Grade 10-12
Credits 0.5

Students will take this course in conjunction with Intro to business. Students will learn how to run an enterprise by managing
the school store and creating goods to sell in the store. Specifically in Textile Design and Creation, students create custom apparel while enhancing communication skills through constant
interaction with their "client". Students will be challenged with
various special projects for the school and community.

12053A Entrepreneurship
Grades 9-12 Credits 1.0

Students will learn how to develop a business plan, customer
service skills, along with merchandising and buying inventory
and pricing skills. Students will also be working with children
with disabilities in running a school based store.

Family & Consumer Science Department
Family Consumer Sciences is the application of math, science and social skills in a occupational and personal setting. Students
learn the value of consumer responsibility, personal financing and family skills in these rewarding classes.

Family & Consumer Science Courses

9
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11

Kitchen Science
Contemporary Living
Special Culinary Topics: Farm to
Table
22201 Kitchen Science
Grades 9—12 Credits 1.0

Kitchen Science combines a practical food preparation course with a
scientific base. With an emphasis on proper techniques, students
will prepare dishes that range from basics to gourmet, including regional American and international specialties. Students will learn to
appreciate diversity and celebrate cultural connections through foods
while working in a collaborative format. They will also focus on nutrition, current research, career opportunities and business etiquette.
22201CL Contemporary Living & Child Development
Grades 9—12 Credits 1.0

Test drive life after high school! This course combines education,
hands-on experiences and career preparation skills. You will begin a
career, buy a house, care for a life-like computerized baby, learn successful financial strategies, cook healthy foods, create crafts and sewing projects, decorate your rooms and plan vacations. Future teachers in the class will have field experience at an elementary school.
Guest speakers include chefs, financial experts, designers, and social
workers. There is a fee for sewing projects.
22202 Special Culinary Topics: Farm to Table
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0

An ever growing trend in restaurants is the use of local ingredients to
create culinary masterpieces. This class will demonstrate how to create a meal, start to finish, using fresh, organic produce. Students will
learn the value of local ingredients in proper nutrition and the local
economy. In conjunction with a home-grown garden, students will
design a menu, using the ingredients they harvest.

12

Language Arts Department
Each summer, students enrolled at Sun Valley High School take part in the summer required reading program. All students
are required to read at least two assigned books during the summer. This list is published in June. In addition to the reading
assignment, the students must complete a written component. The students are assessed on the material covered in the summer in the first marking period.
Language Arts Courses
Survey of Literature
American Literature
AP Language & Composition
British Literature
AP Literature & Composition
Creative Writing (.5)
Film as Literature—From Page to
Screen (.5)
Film as Literature—Reaction and
Critique (.5)
Journalism & Media Studies
World Mythology (.5)
Video Production (.5)
Windows on the World
Careers (.5)
World Literature
Sports Literature (.5)
Legend and Folklore(.5)
English Lab (.5)
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Language Arts Department
and are important grades for the 1st marking period. The first three
weeks of class consist of the study of these books and several related
Prerequisites: In order to remain in honors English classes, students writing projects.
must maintain a grade of “A” or “B,” and have teacher recommendation.
Students are required to read novels and essays of varying lengths.
The literature is selected from the College Board bibliography for
Honors Survey of Literature emphasizes skill building, including Advanced Placement courses. Students will also learn to write with
reading, writing, and grammar. The curriculum includes major piec- proficiency in all modes—narrative, exploratory, expository, and
es of literature. Students will also have independent reading selec- argumentative. Several drafts of each essay are required. Students
tions throughout the year. Instruction in persuasive, narrative, de- are also expected to contribute to class discussions on a daily basis.
scriptive and expository writing is provided with particular emphasis Evaluations are based on consistent contributions in class and conon developing content, style/syntax/diction, focus, conventions, and tinuing improvements in writing. Continuance in the Advanced
organization; speaking and listening skills will also be addressed. Placement program requires a “B” average and passing a writing
There will be at least one research assignment. Instruction will rein- sample.
force and prepare students for the Keystone Composition Exam and
PSSA assessment.
01055H American Literature

01099H Survey of Literature
Grade 9
Credits 1.0

Grades 10
01099X Survey of Literature
Grade 9
Credits 1.0

Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: In order to remain in honors English classes, students
must maintain a grade of “A” or “B,” and have teacher recommendation.

Accelerated Survey of Literature emphasizes skill building, including
reading, writing, and grammar. The curriculum includes major pieces of literature. Students will also have independent reading selections throughout the year. Instruction in persuasive, narrative, descriptive, and expository writing is provided with particular emphasis
on developing content, style/syntax/diction, focus, conventions and
organization. Written instruction will reinforce and prepare students
for the Keystone Composition Exam and PSSA assessment.

Honors American Literature allows students to study the traditions
from which our country’s texts come as well as appreciate and understand the rich fabric of a nation. Through a variety of reading,
writing, speaking and listening experiences, students will develop a
critical eye with which to study our American literacy heritage. They
will consider through both examination of literature of all genres and
multiple writing pieces the diverse cultures of American society.
Along with the text, students will read The Crucible, The Great Gatsby
1005AP AP Language & Composition
and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Students are required to read
AP
Grade 11
Credits 1.0
two independent novels per marking period. They are also required
Prerequisites: Honors World Literature with teacher recommenda- to complete a research project and term paper. Students must read
tion, “A” or “B” average, and an advanced or proficient score on a three books during the preceding summer. Students will be tested on
prescribed writing sample to be evaluated by the English Depart- these books in September and the test grades are important in the 1st
ment.
marking period.
The 11th grade Advanced placement Course in English Language
and Composition engages students in becoming skilled readers of
prose written in a variety of periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts, and in becoming skilled writers who compose for a variety of
purposes. The focus of the course is to prepare students for the
Advanced Placement examination given in May. Accordingly, students must read complex texts with understanding and write prose
of sufficient richness and complexity to communicate effectively
with mature readers. The course assumes that students already understand and use Standard English grammar with proficiency; therefore, the emphasis of the course is to enhance their ability to use
grammatical conventions both appropriately and with sophistication,
as well as to develop stylistic maturity in prose.
The emphasis is on intense academic inquiry and expression. During the summer, students are required to read four books. Students
will be tested on these books during the first two weeks of school

01055X American Literature
Grades 10
Credits 1.0
Accelerated American Literature will give students the opportunity to critically examine various American literary works in chronological order over
the past four centuries. Students will learn to relate the literature of the past
to present day situations. Emphasis will be placed on critical listening and
reading skills, analyzing, researching, speaking and writing in various modes.
There are two research requirements for this course: a research paper in the
first semester and a research project in the second semester. Students will
be required to read two novels per marking period independently. Along
with the text, students will read The Crucible as well as one other notable
work. Students are required to read two books during the summer prior to
the course. Students will be tested on these books in September, and these
test grades count as major grades.

Language Arts Department
1006AP AP Literature & Composition
AP
Grade 12
Credits 1.0

01057X British Literature
Grade 12
Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: AP Language & Composition with teacher recommendation, “A” or “B” average and writing sample to be evaluated
by Language Arts department—OR—AP Language & Composition
with teacher recommendation, straight “A” average and an advanced
score on a prescribed writing sample to be evaluated by Language
Arts department.

This course will examine British Literature from its origin to the present. Historical introductions will allow students to have an understanding of the social, economical and political climate during which
each piece was written. This will allow the student to have a deeper
understanding of author’s intent and beliefs. Reading, literary terms
and techniques, literary analysis, vocabulary development, writing
techniques and critical thinking will be vital features of this course.
A variety of writing experiences will be included such as essays, poetry explication and research papers. Speaking and listening skills will
be emphasized through class discussions, oral reports, speeches and
classroom debates. Two of the following will be read:

The AP Literature and Composition course offers college level studies in literature and composition while still in high school. It requires
students to engage in careful reading and critical analysis of selected
works. Students read works from several genres and periods from
the 16th to the 20th centuries. These selections require close, active
and careful reading followed by analysis and interpretation. Students
will learn how to make careful observations of textual detail, establish connections among their observations, and draw from those
connections a series of inferences leading to an interpretive conclusion about each work’s meaning and value.

Teachers may assign any of the remaining novels. Students must
also read two additional independent novels. Students will need to
complete an assigned research project and term paper to meet the
requirements for course completion. Each student is required to
read two books the summer prior to senior year. Students will be
tested on these books within the first few weeks of September and
Writing assignments will focus on critical analysis of literature and those test grades are major grades. The books will serve as sources
will include expository, analytical, persuasive, and argumentative es- of reference throughout the entire year. There will be a comprehensays, as well as creative pieces. Writing instruction will focus atten- sive final examination at the end of each semester.
tion to the development and organization of ideas in clear, coherent
and precise language. It will include the elements of style, including a 011101 Journalism & Media Studies
wide-ranging vocabulary, a variety of sentence structures, logical orGrades 9-12 Credits 1.0
ganization, and the effective use of rhetoric.
The course in Journalism and Media Studies will train students in
There will be a comprehensive examination at the end of the first print media reporting, writing, editing, layout, and graphics. Students
semester. Students will take the Advanced Placement Examination will apply their knowledge by producing and printing the student
in May.
newspaper, The Voice of the Valley. In addition to study of newspaper
production, the course will offer intensive study on media literacy in
many different forms. Students will produce podcasts, video broad01057H British Literature
Grade 12
Credits 1.0
casts, and other examples of digital media. The goal of the course is
to educate students to be skilled producers and consumers of inforPrerequisite: In order to remain in honors English classes, students mation.
must maintain a grade of “A” or “B” and have teacher recommendation.
06289 World Mythology
Grades 9-12

Honors British Literature focuses on origin to present publications.
Works studied will be placed in historical context including the social, economical and political climate during which each piece was
written. This will allow students to develop a deeper understanding
of the authors’ intent and beliefs. Critical reading, literary analysis,
writing strategies and higher level thinking skills are vital features to
the course. Writing experiences will include expository, analytical
and persuasive essays, poetry explication, other creative pieces and
research papers. During the summer preceding the course, students
are required to read independently one specified book and two self
selected from a distributed list. Students are to return to school in
September with a journal related to the required book. They will be
tested on the required book. The test grade will be a major grade of
the 1st marking period.

Credits 0.5

Students will study an overview of mythologies from around the
world, with an emphasis on similarities in theme and function
for myths from diverse times and cultures. The course covers
the structure of myths, common elements in myths, and the purpose and characteristics of myth. Students will evaluate contemporary theories on myth and mythology and examine the role of
mythology in creating and reflecting culture.

Language Arts Department
01104 Creative Writing
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5

***Please not that successful completion of this course will satisfy
the requirement for the careers class requirement.

Creative Writing is designed for students who wish to experiment in
self-expression through writing. Writing emphasis is placed on imitating models, pre-writing and editing techniques, examining various
publishing venues and exploring different forms. Students will study
advanced writers such as Kurt Vonnegut, Jean Shepherd, and classic
authors, along with a collection of contemporary writers and poets
such as, David Sedaris and Maile Meloy. Students will write daily,
keep a journal, participate in readings of works both in class and
publicly, enter contests and submit works for publication. Students
will participate in workshop activities and peer-editing sessions that
help enhance final products. The course will be both writing and
reading intensive, focusing on reading, analyzing and discussing work
of various authors and then learning to work the many literary techniques into student work.

011055
Video Production
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5

This semester course will introduce students to the electronic
media of communication through videography. Most of the
course will be spent learning how to use video equipment to effectively communicate using video shots, angles, sound, and visual effects. Students will be required to use Apple Final Cut Express computer digital editing. Students will work in teams using
a digital video camera to complete a variety of video assignments
(public service announcements, music videos, commercials, news
broadcasts etc.). Students who take the course should have an
interest in communication and the ability to work well independently and in small groups.

05168 Film as Literature—From Page to Screen
Grades 10-12 Credits 0.5

022151 Careers
Grades 9

Credits 0.5

Careers is a project based course designed to engage students making
the transition from middle school to high school. In this hands on
environment, students will gain knowledge of the 21st century skills
such as critical thinking and problem solving, communication skills,
creativity and innovation skills, collaboration, contextual learning,
information and communication technology (ITC)_, leadership and
ethics, personal productivity and social responsibility, as well as self
direction and people skills. Through an award winning nationally
designed curriculum and excerpts from young adult fiction and non01999 Film as Literature—Reaction and Critique
fiction novels, students will increase reading and study skills, as well
Grades 10-12 Credits 0.5
The course will teach students how to evaluate and critique films as learn to better navigate high school for a more successful secondary educational career.
across a variety of genres. Students will examine process and
technique in order to see how each theme and genre lends itself
01051 Sports Literature
to particular critical approaches. Finally, students will learn to
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5
evaluate both classic and modern films in both spoken and writ-This course will focus on both fiction and non-fiction sports
ten critiques.
literature. It will allow students to explore the application of
sports in their lives outside of the playing field. Students will
01104 Windows on the World: Contemporary Read- read novels, short stories, poems, magazine/news articles, and
ing & Writing Seminar
essays; they will also have the opportunity to study mediums
Grade 9
Credits 1.0
such as films and broadcasts. The course will focus on topics
such as overcoming obstacles, leadership, successes and failures,
Windows on the World is a chance for students to explore view- rivalries, heroism, and ethics. Students enrolled in this course will
points in the modern world. Through reading and analysis of con- write in various modes while analyzing and discussing the impact
temporary stories, essays, poetry, novels, and plays, students will in- sports have on their lives and society as a whole.
vestigate how authors respond to the unique challenges of living in
the modern world. Through analytical and expressive writing, students will investigate their own reactions to the world while developing composition and research skills. Course content will consist of a
wide variety of work from modern authors in many different genres.
This course will examine the fundamental techniques and tools that
filmmakers and screenwriters must use to bring a literary work to the screen,
as well as analyze how classic pieces of literature can be “re-imagined” for
modern audiences. Additionally, the course will introduce students to master
filmmaker Alfred Hitchcock and familiarize them with his innovative storytelling and cinematic techniques. The genre of comedy and the theme of
power of the individual will also be explored. 1999 Film as Literature—
Reaction and Critique.

Language Arts Department
1058H World Literature
Grade 11
Credits 1.0

1001— 1004 English/Langauge Arts I—IV
Grades 9-12 Credits 2.0

Prerequisites: In order to remain in Honors English classes, students
Throughout these courses students develop their knowledge of textual
must maintain a grade of “A” or “B” and have teacher recommendation. elements and structures enabling them to engage in close reading of increasingly difficult texts. They also develop analytical skills and strategies
Honors World Literature is the second of a four year program for adwhile moving from a variety of literature genres to a variety of nonfiction
vanced students. The focus is a survey of World Literature. The steps of genres. Students read literary nonfiction that encompasses a variety of
the writing process are reviewed and students are required to demontopics, central ideas, and arguments. They also read multiple texts in the
strate mastery of the four major modes of writing: descriptive, narrative, same genre to understand what sets it apart from other genres. Through
persuasive and expository. Grammar and vocabulary skills are taught in close analytical reading, readers develop theories about which writer is
conjunction with the writing process. Students are required to read three most effective in conveying intent, purpose, and meaning. As readers and
books during the summer preceding the course and must complete relat- researchers, students also study a variety of argumentative texts for struced projects that will be graded upon arrival in September. During the
ture, tone, audience, claim, counterclaim, evidence, and line of reasoning.
course, students are required to read selections from the textbook, novels
1064 — Legends and Folklore
and dramas. Students are required to read two independent books per
Grades 9-12 Credits .5
semester. A literary criticism of a non-American novel must be completed to pass the course. Students will locate, acquire and assimilate information using the accepted MLA format and all procedures leading to a Brave heroes and heroines, resourceful companions, and
horrifying monsters. Whether in stories told at bedtime,
final paper. Additionally, students may be administered the Keystone
portrayed in film, or whispered around a campfire, these
Literature Exams

1058X World Literature
Grade 11
Credits 1.0

Accelerated World Literature emphasizes literary analysis through reading, writing, speaking and listening. The anthology selections in the text
include short stories, drama, poetry and non-fiction. Students will write
narrative, expository and persuasive essays related to texts as well as utilize
library resources and the Internet. Student are required to read two
books during the summer preceding the course and must complete related projects that will be graded upon arrival in September. Book titles will
be provided to students in June of freshman year. During the course,
students are required to read selections from the textbook, novels and
dramas. Students are required to read two independent books per semester. A research paper on a controversial topic must be completed to
pass the course. Students will be required to located acquire, and assimilate information on a topic of their choice using the accepted MLA format and all procedures leading to a final paper. Additionally, students
may be administered the Keystone Literature Exam.

character types have captured the collective imagination
of humanity for thousands of years. While these tales are
entertaining, they also reveal many of the cultural values
of the societies that tell and re-tell these stories. In this
course, students will read and analyze legends and
folktales from a variety of times and locations. Study of
traditional sources will include King Arthur, Robin
Hood, and the Brother's Grimm, but students will also
discuss cultural fascination with monster such as vampires, werewolves, and ghosts. By studying tall tales, urban legends, and national epics, students will learn to apply critical reading and cultural analysis strategies to a
variety of texts.
1009 — English Lab
Grade 11-12 Credits .5
Prerequisites: American Literature
This semester course is designed as a remediation course for students
who did not score proficient on the Keystone English exam. This
course will provide students with testing strategies and a solid foundation of English skills needed to be successful on the SAT, ACT, future English/Literature courses, and the Keystone English Exam.
(Students in this course must retake the Keystone Exam)

Marine Corp JROTC
The Marine Corps Junior ROTC is a four-year course, which may be taken during any year of a student’s high school education. The course stresses character development and leadership while acquainting the student with basic military drill, ceremonies, physical fitness, marksmanship and the structure of the U.S. Armed Services. The student is expected to learn the importance of having a positive attitude; the need to be self-disciplined; and why a democratic society has laws and the need for
citizens to obey them.
This program is structured in accordance with the Marine Corps policy. The student must be aware that all applicable grooming standards apply (hair length, facial hair, earrings, etc.) and are strictly enforced. Wearing the uniform is mandatory one day per
week. The uniform must be worn all day. This is 40% of the cadet’s grade for the week.
There is no requirement for a student taking Junior ROTC to enlist in the Armed forces; nor will any attempt be made to recruit students into the Armed Forces. However, if the student enlists in the armed forces after successfully completing two
years of JROTC, the student will be entitled to: immediate promotion to Private First Class upon enlistment in the Marine
Corps or Marine Corps Reserve; credit for one year of college level ROTC, if ROTC is taken at the college level; or similar benefits if the student enlists in one of the other Armed Forces or Reserves.
The Senior Marine Instructor of Marine Corps JROTC Sun Valley High School has three recommendations available to the
U.S. Naval Academy, providing the student has successfully completed three years of ROTC and is otherwise qualified.
The benefits gained by those students not desiring military service are developing character and a reputation for responsibility
that will make them competitive in the job market or seeking enrollment to higher education institutions.

Marine Corp JROTC Courses
Leadership Education I—IV
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Marine Corp JROTC
9201-9204 Leadership Education I – IV
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5
9201-9204 Leadership Education I — IV
Grades 9-12 Credits 1.0

Leadership Education is divided into four sub-courses: Leadership
Training (LT), Drill Ceremonies and Fitness (DF), Marksmanship
(M) and Military Orientation and Organization (MO). The leadership-training course is essentially an academically structured classroom program. The remaining three sub-courses are conducted in a
laboratory environment. Basic knowledge is presented in each major
course to lay a foundation for the following course.
Marine Instructors have maximum flexibility in organizing the
sequence of the sub courses within each grade level to include
the addition of related subject material under each course. Subject areas may include military history/military affairs; case studies in great military leadership; contemporary military affairs and
current issues, leadership conferences, leadership research, the
preparation of presentations and reports and participation in
community affairs.
.

.

Mathematics Department
Mathematics is a four year requirement for graduation at Sun Valley High School. Students will be challenged to develop skills in analysis,
reasoning, creativity, collaboration and self-expression as they gain knowledge of mathematics.
Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Mathematics Courses
Pre– Algebra
Accelerated Algebra I A & Honors
Algebra I
Accelerated Algebra I B
Accelerated Geometry
Honors Geometry
Honors Algebra II & Trigonometry
Accelerated Algebra II
Accelerated Introduction to Calculus
with Trigonometry
Honors Calculus
AP Calculus AB and BC
Honors Introduction to Calculus
Accelerated Statistics
Honors Statistics
AP Statistics
SAT Prep Math
Functions Statistics and Trigonometry
Functions Statistics and Trigonometry
Math Lab (.5)
Computer Science Essentials
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Mathematics Department
their graphs, systems of equations, systems of inequalities, exponents, polynomials, factoring, radical expressions, rational expressions and describing, analyzing and interpreting data. Students will
The Pre-Algebra course is an introduction to basic algebra concepts and be required to represent, analyze, and interpret mathematical models
a review of arithmetic algorithms. The course is designed to help students verbally, numerically, graphically and algebraically.
overcome deficiencies and emphasize the concepts necessary to be successful in Algebra I and II. The course helps student to develop good
mathematical study skills and learning strategies as an integral part of this K02052H Algebra 1
Grade 9-10
Credits 1.0
course. The course begins with a brief review of the number system and
operations with whole numbers, fractions, decimal, positive and negative
numbers. Eventually covering rational and linear exponents, ratios, pro- In Honors Algebra, students will learn math and algebra concepts,
portions and percentage; solving simple and complex equations with one grade-appropriate math standards, and related problem-solving skills
that are aligned to state standards and eligible content related to the
variable.
Keystone Algebra I Exam. Students will build onto the algebra skills
02053 Algebra 1 A
Grade 9-10 learned in middle school and learn the foundations of algebra that
they will need in all subsequent math courses. The course will inCredits 1.0
clude problem solving and reading math strands, as well as test takAlgebra 1A/1B is a two year course which will cover all topics in a ing strategies for a variety of test item formats. Included topics are:
traditional one year Algebra 1 course. students will learn math and operations with real numbers, tools of algebra, solving equations,
algebra concepts, grade-appropriate math standards, and related solving inequalities, solving and applying proportions, graphs and
problem-solving skills that are aligned to state standards and eligible functions, slope and rates of change, linear equations and their
content related to the Keystone Algebra I Exam. Students will build graphs, systems of equations, systems of inequalities, exponents,
onto the algebra skills learned in middle school and learn the founda- polynomials, factoring, radical expressions, rational expressions and
tions of algebra that they will need in all subsequent math courses. describing, analyzing and interpreting data. Students will be required
The course will include problem solving and reading math strands, as to represent, analyze, and interpret mathematical models verbally,
well as test taking strategies for a variety of test item formats. Includ- numerically, graphically and algebraically.
ed topics are: operations with real numbers, tools of algebra, solving
equations, solving inequalities, solving and applying proportions,
graphs and functions, slope and rates of change, linear equations and 2072H Geometry
Grade 9-11
Credits 1.0
their graphs, systems of equations, systems of inequalities, exponents, polynomials, factoring, radical expressions, rational expres- Prerequisites: Algebra I.
sions and describing, analyzing and interpreting data. Students will
be required to represent, analyze, and interpret mathematical models In Honors Geometry, students will learn geometric concepts, related
problem-solving skills and real world applications of math that are
verbally, numerically, graphically and algebraically.
aligned to state standards and eligible content for the Keystone Geometry Exam. Students will build on Algebra I skills and develop
02054 Algebra 1 B
foundations needed for subsequent math courses. The course will
Grade 10-11 Credits 1.0
include problem solving, reading, and test taking strategies. Included
Algebra 1A/1B is a two year course which will cover all topics in a topics are: properties of angles, polygons, and circles; parallel and
traditional one year Algebra 1 course. Students will learn math and perpendicular lines; transversals; properties of polyhedrons, cylinalgebra concepts, grade-appropriate math standards, and related ders, and spheres; similar figures; congruency; proofs; coordinate
problem-solving skills that are aligned to state standards and eligible geometry; right triangles and right triangle trigonometry; perimeter,
content related to the Keystone Algebra I Exam. Students will build circumference, area, surface area and volume.
onto the algebra skills learned in middle school and learn the foundations of algebra that they will need in all subsequent math courses.
The course will include problem solving and reading math strands, as
well as test taking strategies for a variety of test item formats. Includ- 2072X Geometry
ed topics are: operations with real numbers, tools of algebra, solving
Grade 9-10
Credits 1.0
equations, solving inequalities, solving and applying proportions, Prerequisites: Algebra I.
graphs and functions, slope and rates of change, linear equations and
02051 Pre-Algebra
Grade 9

Credits 1.0

Mathematics Department
Students will learn geometric concepts, related problem-solving skills
and real world applications of math that are aligned to state standards and eligible content for the Keystone Geometry Exam. Students will build on Algebra I skills and develop foundations needed
for subsequent math courses. The course will include problem solving, reading and test taking strategies. Included topics are: properties of angles, polygons and circles; parallel and perpendicular lines;
transversals; properties of prisms, pyramids, cylinders and spheres;
similar figures; congruency; proofs; coordinate geometry; right triangles and right triangle trigonometry; perimeter, circumference, area,
surface area and volume.
02079 Proof Geometry
Grade 9-10
Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Algebra I.
The Geometry course includes an in-depth analysis of plane,
solid, and coordinate geometry as they relate to both abstract
mathematical concepts as well as real-world problem situations.
Topics include logic and proof, perpendicular and parallel lines,
polygons, perimeter and area analysis, volume and surface area
analysis, similarity and congruence, trigonometry, and analytic
geometry. Emphasis will be placed on developing critical thinking skills as they relate to logical reasoning and argument. Students will be required to use different technological tools and
manipulatives to discover and explain the course content.
2106H Algebra II & Trigonometry
Grade 10-11 Credits 1.0

In Algebra II, students will learn advanced algebra concepts, related
problem-solving skills and the real-world applications of math that
are aligned to state standards and eligible content for the Keystone
Algebra II Exam. The course will include problem solving, reading
and test taking strategies. Topics include: operations with complex
numbers; exponents; roots; absolute value; logarithms; rational and
radical expressions; characteristics of quadratic and polynomial functions; solving non-linear equations; exponential growth and decay;
representing, analyzing and interpreting data; applying probability
and odds. Students will be required to represent, analyze and interpret mathematical models verbally, numerically, graphically and algebraically.
2121H Introduction to Calculus
Grade 11
Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Algebra II w/Trigonometry or Algebra II with a
teacher recommendation.
This course is designed to give students the necessary background to
succeed in calculus. Topics include: conic sections, complex number system, an in depth study of a variety of equations and functions,
graphing and solving higher order equations, analytical aspects of
trigonometry and calculus topics including limits, derivatives, and
applications.
2121X Intro. to Calculus with Trigonometry
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Algebra II

In Introduction to Calculus with Trigonometry, students will review
and expand a variety of mathematical disciplines. Topics include
functions and their graphs, trigonometry, exponential and logarithHonors Algebra II and Trigonometry is an integrated course in mic functions. The emphasis will be on developing skills and confiwhich students will continue studying advanced algebraic concepts dence in mathematics and how these concepts are used in society.
that will include the trigonometric functions and their identities. The
purpose is to prepare students for advanced studies that will eventu- 2121H Honors Calculus
ally lead to Calculus. Students will learn algebraic concepts, related
Grade 11-12 Credits 1.0
problem-solving skills and real world applications of math that are Prerequisites: Intro to Calculus or Intro to Calculus w/Trig and
aligned to state standards and eligible content for the Keystone Alge- teacher recommendation.
bra II Exam. The course will include problem solving, reading, and
test taking strategies. Topics include: operations with complex num- Topics include: functions (polynomial and transcendental), conic
bers; exponents; roots; absolute value; logarithms; rational and radi- sections, limits, practical applications of the derivative, curve sketchcal expressions; characteristics of quadratic and polynomial func- ing, various techniques of integration, and finding areas under
tions; solving non-linear equations; exponential growth and decay; curves.
representing, analyzing and interpreting data; applying probability
and odds; trigonometric functions; trigonometric identities and solv- 2124AB AP Calculus AB
ing triangles. Students will be required to represent, analyze and in- AP
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0
terpret mathematical models verbally, numerically, graphically and Prerequisites: “A” or “B” in Introduction to Calculus with teacher
algebraically.
recommendation.
Prerequisites: Geometry

2056X Algebra II
Grade 10-11

Prerequisites: Geometry

Credits 1.0

Calculus at the AP level is offered in two courses: AB and BC. Calculus
BC IS A FULL-year course in the calculus of functions of a single variable. It includes and is based upon all topics taught in Calculus AB plus the
additional topics of parametric, polar, and vector functions; polynomial

Mathematics Department
2201X Statistics
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

02141 Functions, Statistics, and Trigonometry
Grades 12
Credits 1.0

In this course, students will learn introductory statistics concepts, related problem-solving skills and how statistics is applied in society. Students will learn introductory statistics
concepts that will be further developed in college-level statistics courses. The course will integrate the use of technology
and real world data sets in the learning of statistics. Included
topics are: introduction to statistics; describing, exploring
and comparing data; probability; probability distributions;
normal probability distributions; estimates and sample size;
hypothesis testing; inferences from two samples; correlation;
and regression.

This college prep course is an extension of the study of linear, quadratic, cubic, rational, exponential, and logarithmic functions along
with an introduction to circular and trigonometric functions. This
course also focuses on problem solving strategies through the use of
real world data and statistics and also has SAT practice and strategies. Given its focus on college prep mathematics, students will also
have an opportunity to practice with mathematics placement tests
offered by some universities.

2201H Statistics
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

In this course, students will learn istatistics concepts, related
problem-solving skills and how statistics is applied in society.
Students will learn statistics concepts that will be further developed in college-level statistics courses. The course will
integrate the use of technology and real world data sets in the
learning of statistics. Included topics are: introduction to
statistics; describing, exploring and comparing data; probability; probability distributions; normal probability distributions;
estimates and sample size; hypothesis testing; inferences from
two samples; correlation; and regression.
2203AP AP Statistics
AP
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Algebra II/Trigonometry with teacher recommendation.
This non-calculus based course introduces the student to the
management, interpretation, and analysis of data, planning a
study, how to measure data, producing models using probability and simulation, and applying techniques for statistical
inference and confirming models. Students will prepare to
take the AP Statistics Examination in May.
2994 SAT Prep (Math)
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5

Co-requisite: This class will run in conjunction with the SAT
Verbal class.
The objectives are two-fold: 1) to review the major areas of
mathematics concentration, namely arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry; and 2) to review question styles and strategies for
solving problems.

2049 Math Lab
Grades 9-11

Credits 0.5

Prerequisites: Algebra I or Algebra 1B
This semester course is designed as a remediation course for students who
did not score proficient on their Keystone Algebra Exam. This course will
provide students with testing strategies and a solid foundation of Algebra
skills needed to be successful on the SAT, ACT, future Algebra-based courses and the Keystone Algebra exam. (Students in this course must retake the
Keystone Exam)
02156 Computer Science Essentials
Grades 9-12 Credits 1.0

Computer Science Essentials Computer Science Essentials exposes
students to a diverse set of computational thinking concepts, fundamentals, and tools, allowing them to gain understanding and build
confidence. Students use visual, blockbased programming and seamlessly transition to text-based programming with languages such as
Python® to create apps and develop websites, and learn how to
make computers work together to put their design into practice.
They apply computational thinking practices, build their vocabulary,
and collaborate just as computing professionals do to create products that address topics and problems important to them.

Music Department
Music is an essential part of life, integral in the development of the whole person and a vital component for the enhancement
of society. A meaningful, sequential study of in music will promote creativity, interpreting works in the fine arts and cognitive
growth experience.
Music Courses
Freshman Choir
Freshman Percussion
Concert Choir
Instrumental Woodwind & Brass

Instrumental Percussion

Guitar (.5)

Piano Keyboard (.5)

Theater and Music
Performance (.5)
Digital Music (.5)
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Music Department
5110 Concert Choir
Grades 9-12

Credits 1.0

Concert Choir is the general chorus with no audition required. Music
written in parts will be rehearsed and sung. Further study of the
voice, sight singing, and choral tone will be a daily part of this course.
Study of the voice, sight singing, choral tone, and basic music theory
will be a daily part of this course. Suggested co-requisite course is
Foundations of Music Theory.

for Piano Keyboarding! The class will start with the basics. Eventually, students will work at their own pace to play all different songs.
We will be looking at notes and chords, as well as proper technique
to play the instrument. A history of the piano itself will be studied.
Each student will play music on the computer. Students will learn
the discipline and importance of practicing. You don’t need a piano
at home for this course, but if you do have one, dust it off, and let’s
get to work!

Requirements for this course include hours outside of desig- 5053 Theater and Music Performance
nated school hours. School events take precedence over nonGrades 9-12 Credits 0.5
school related events when conflicts arise.
This course is great for actors, public speakers, singers, and musicians of all types. This course required actors and musicians to research, prepare, and perform music for their peers. Students are giv5110F Freshman Choir
Grades 9
Credits 1.0
en the opportunity to issue feedback to each other to improve their
performances. Students will study ways to enhance their stage presFreshman Choir is the general chorus for incoming freshman with no
ence, projection, diction, posture, and movement with regards to
audition required. Music written in parts will be rehearsed and sung. Fur- public performance. We will study production and design in regards
ther study of the voice, sight singing, choral tone, and basic music theory to set building, lights, costuming, and other technical aspects of thewill be a daily part of this course. Suggested co-requisite course is Foun- atrical performances. This course focuses on the arts involved with
dations of Music Theory.
the theater, music and public performance. Students will explore
Requirements for this course include hours outside of designed
ways to relax and handle anxiety when performing in a safe, positive,
school hours. School events take precedence over non-school relat- and constructive setting. Students will perform a classroom-centered
ed events when conflicts arise.
recital as the culmination of the class to showcase skills and understandings gained throughout this course.
5108 Guitar
Grades 9-12

5149 Digital Music
Grades 9-12

Credits 0.5

Credits 0.5

Want to put music to film? Ever wondered how to assemble a good
“beat” in a song? Are you curious about creating music on computers? Digital Music provides the opportunity for the up-and-coming
musician to utilize computer music technology of the 21st century.
This course will emphasize the use of computers in music, as well as
recording. We will be using iTunes, GarageBand, Finale, Audacity
and other music applications. Basic studies in acoustical physics,
recording and diverse genres will also take place. Students will work
The songs learned in class come from a large and varied selection of on individual projects, and will learn self discipline in creating quality
traditional, folk, oldies, rock and popular music. They highlight spe- compositions.
cific skills that are needed and applied across songs that increase in
difficulty as the year progresses. Students should be able to play
these songs for the entire family by the end of the year.
5109W Instrumental Woodwind & Brass Performance
This class emphasizes musical skills and techniques, which will be
helpful to the beginning guitar player. In addition to basic music
notation, this course focuses on reading music, understanding tablature, playing single note melodies, basic chord playing and various
strumming patterns. Quality instruments are provided to each student to use during the class time.

Grades 9-12
5107 Piano Keyboard
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5

Credits 1.0

This course is for students who play a woodwind or brass instrument and wish to participate in the instrumental ensembles offered
Do you play the piano? Do you want to play the piano? Have you at the high school. The class rehearses during the school day with
always wondered about getting started on piano? Time to sign up woodwinds and brass only, focusing on proper technique, balance,

Music Department
blend and timing as it pertains to them as a wind player. The class
provides a concentrated approach to advanced techniques on their
individual instruments. Students will rehearse individual lessons,
chamber music, as well as traditional concert band literature.
Enrollment in this class is required for participation in ALL
instrumental ensembles (ie. Concert Band, Marching Band
and Jazz Band) Requirements for this course include hours
outside the designated school hours. School events take precedence over non-school related events when conflicts arise.
5106 Freshman Percussion Performance
Grades 9
Credits 1.0

This course is for freshman who play percussion and wish to participate in the instrumental ensembles offered at the high school. The
class rehearses during the school day with percussionists only, focusing on proper technique, balance, blend and timing as it pertains to
them as a percussionist. The class provides a concentrated approach
to advanced techniques on their individual instruments. Students
will focus on percussion ensemble literature as well as traditional
concert band literature.
5109P Instrumental Percussion
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0

This course is for students who play percussion and wish to participate in the instrumental ensembles offered at the high school. The
class rehearses during the school day with percussionists only, focusing on proper technique, balance, blend and timing as it pertains to
them as a percussionist. The class provides a concentrated approach
to advanced techniques on their individual instruments. Students
will focus on percussion ensemble literature as well as traditional
concert band literature.
Enrollment in this class is required for participation in ALL instrumental ensembles (ie. Concert Band, Marching Band and Jazz
Band) Requirements for this course include hours outside of designated school hours. School events take precedence over nonschool related events when conflicts arise.

Physical Education Department
Sun Valley’s Physical Education curriculum is designed to provide experiences with respect to team and individual sports, cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength and lifetime activities. Physical Education is a planned sequence of learning experiences
intended to fulfill growth, development and behavioral needs of each student. Emphasis is placed on developing skills, strategies,
performance and social interaction in physical activities which will prepare students for a better quality of life. The HPE Department strives to provide three activity options (team sport, individual sport and fitness) per class period dependent on class size and
teacher availability.
alth & Phys. Ed. Courses
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Core Physical Education I (.5)
Health and Wellness (.5)
Lifetime Activities (.5)
Fitness for Life (.5)
Weight Training I (.5)
Weight Training II (.5)
Team Sports (.5)

08008 Peer Buddy Physical Education
Grades 11-12
Credits 0.5

*Peer Buddy Students Only – Successful Recommendation into
the Peer Buddy Program
This course is geared toward the special education students and
the Peer Buddy Program. This course will introduce fundamental physical education concepts from exercise science to team
sports and lifelong physical activities. Students enrolled in this
class will be assisted by a peer buddy who will be working on an
assignment of a similar type.
Students will explore multiple key concepts such as sportsmanship, teamwork, physical activity, and health lifestyles. This
course is designed to focus on building the relationship between
the special education student, his/her peer buddy, and inclusion
within the regular education classroom, while providing a substantial physical education experience for these students.
08009 Weight Training I
Grades 10-12 Credits 0.5

Weight Training 1 is an introductory course designed to enable each
student to improve muscular strength and endurance. Students will
gain extensive knowledge of sound weight training theory and practice while developing a personalized weight training routine.

Physical Education Major (.5)
08016 Lifetime Activities
Grades 11-12 Credits 0.5

Peer Buddy Physical Education
(.5)

08001 Core Physical Education I
Grades 9-10 Credits 0.5

*required
Health & Physical Education, through a coeducational curriculum, provides opportunity for each student to become competent in various
sports, games and life long activities. Fitness concepts are reinforced
while participating in individual and team activities.
08051 Health & Wellness
Grades 9
Credits 0.5

*required
Health & Physical Education, through a coeducational curriculum, provides opportunity for each student to become competent in various
sports, games and life long activities. Fitness concepts are reinforced
while participating in individual and team activities.

The Lifetime Activities course is designed to increase physical fitness
through small group activities and individual/dual lifetime activities.
These activities will promote both team building and cooperative
learning through group activities and initiatives. Non-traditional activities will provide instruction for motor skill development, cooperative learning, problem solving and promote lifelong fitness and wellness. Activities are selected to foster interest and appreciation in
fitness and wellness throughout healthy life spans.
08052 Fitness for Life
Grades 11-12 Credits 0.5

Fit for Life is a course which will promote lifelong wellness utilizing various forms of physical activity and exercise. The forms of activity which
will be utilized will focus specifically on improving cardiovascular endurance, flexibility, muscular strength and muscular endurance.

Physical Eduation Continued
08014 Weight Training II
Grades 11-12 Credits 0.5

Weight Training II is an extension of the Weight Training I class and
aims to strengthen the foundation and principles which were introduced
and previously completed. Weight Training II will reinforce the benefits
of building muscular strength, as well as delve deeper into additional
weight training principles and theories. A more comprehensive and detailed list of methods and exercises will be added to increase knowledge
and safety awareness amongst participants.
08002 Team Sports
Grades 11-12 Credits 0.5

The Team Sports course is designed to increase physical fitness through
team/small group activities. Traditional sports will be reinforced with
heavy emphasis on rules, strategies and cooperative skills. Activities will
promote team building and cooperative learning through traditional
sports and games. Class structure will be of a recreational nature with
competition to be included within each unit.
08017 Physical Education Major
Grades 12
Credits 0.5

The PE Major is designed for seniors who have a strong competitive
drive and perform at the highest level of Physical Education. Class
activities have a strong emphasis on team and individual sports
through a competitive tournament style structure. Activities will promote team building and cooperative learning through traditional
sports and games. In addition, students will complete one to two
community relations projects that revolve around the Department’s
curriculum.

Science Department
The Science Department provides intellectually challenging science curriculum that emphasizes the connections between the
physical, biological and earth sciences. The students will use science as a process to make informed decisions, solve problems
and enrich their lives.
Science Courses
Honors General Science
Accelerated General Science
Honors Biology
Accelerated Biology
Honors Chemistry
Accelerated Chemistry
Academic Chemistry
Honors Physics
Accelerated Physics
AP Physics I
AP Chemistry
AP Biology
Human Anatomy & Physiology
Introduction to Forensic Science (.5)
Sustainable Energy (.5)
Astronomy I (.5)
Astronomy II (.5)
Zoology (.5)
Botany (.5)
AP Environmental
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Science Department
of principles and concepts in the course. Students are expected to
utilize higher order thinking skills to master concepts, to develop
mathematics skills necessary to solve various chemical problems, to
Each of the General Science courses will explore several areas of develop scientific writing skills through laboratory reports, and to
science at varying levels. One major area of focus will be environ- demonstrate proper laboratory techniques.
ment and ecology for PA, which will include important concepts in
chemistry, physics and geology. The other major area of study will 3101X Chemistry
be earth and space science with an emphasis on astronomy.
X
Grade 11
Credits 1.0

39992H General Science
H
Grade 9
Credits 1.0

39992X General Science
X
Grade 9
Credits 1.0

Each of the General Science courses will explore several areas of
science at varying levels. One major area of focus will be environment and ecology for PA, which will include important concepts in
chemistry, physics and geology. The other major area of study will
be earth and space science with an emphasis on astronomy.
K03051H Biology
H
Grade 10

Credits 1.0

This course examines the biochemistry, physiology, genetics, and
evolution of living things. Topics to be covered include: cell anatomy and physiology; cellular processes of photosynthesis, respiration
and division; molecular biology including DNA and protein synthesis; ecology and modern genetics. Strong emphasis is placed on the
laboratory experience, which will examine the processes of observation, experimentation, hypothesizing, and verification. The labs performed by students integrate problem solving techniques with topics
presented in class.
K03051X Biology
X
Grade 10

3101ACA Chemistry
A
Grade 11
Credits 1.0

This chemistry course is designed to provide a functional understanding of matter, its composition and the changes it undergoes.
Observations and measurements made in the laboratory lead to the
development of basic principles, which are then used to explain various chemical phenomena.
3151H Physics
H
Grade 11-12

Credits 1.0

Credits 1.0

This course is designed to provide a functional understanding of the
features and problems shared by all living things, ranging from their
molecular and cellular organization to their features of metabolism,
responsiveness, hereditary characteristics, evolution, and ecology.
Emphasis is placed on the experimental process by which scientific
knowledge is gained, accomplished through student participation in a
laboratory setting. Students are expected to utilize higher order
thinking skills to master concepts, to develop scientific writing skills
through laboratory reports, and to demonstrate proper laboratory
techniques.
3101H Chemistry
H
Grade 11

This course is designed to provide a functional understanding of
matter, its composition, and the changes it undergoes. Emphasis is
placed on the experimental process by which scientific information is
gathered, accomplished through student participation in challenging
laboratory settings. This laboratory work leads to the development
of principles and concepts in the course. Students are expected to
utilize higher order thinking skills to master concepts, to develop
mathematics skills necessary to solve various chemical problems, to
develop scientific writing skills through laboratory reports, and to
demonstrate proper laboratory techniques.

Honors Physics provides the student with a comprehensive inquiry
of the study of energy in its various forms. This includes an extensive analysis of the principles of kinematics (motion) and dynamics
(forces) through linear and angular mechanics. Unifying themes are
examined, including the gravitational, electrical, magnetic, and nuclear forces and the fields that create them. Additional topics associated
with the study of energy are also addressed. These include waves,
sound, and light. Solid algebra skills are necessary for problem solving and experimental analysis. The course is laboratory intensive,
including a wide variety of inquiry based experiments used to develop and reinforce the concepts studies.

Credits 1.0
3151X Physics

This course is designed to provide a functional understanding of
Grade 11-12 Credits 1.0
matter, its composition, and the changes it undergoes. Emphasis is
placed on the experimental process by which scientific information is Accelerated Physics provides the student with a survey of the study
gathered, accomplished through student participation in challenging of energy in its various forms. This includes a broad analysis of the
laboratory settings. This laboratory work leads to the development principles of kinematics (motion) through linear and circular me-

Science Department
chanics. Unifying themes are introduced, including: gravitation,
electricity and magnetism. Additional topics associated with the
study of energy are also addressed. These include waves, sound,
and light. While this course uses a conceptual approach to physics,
good algebra skills are necessary for problem solving and experimental analysis. The course is laboratory intensive, including a wide
variety of inquiry-based experiments used to develop and reinforce
the concepts studied.

course that explores topics such as Newtonian mechanics (including
rotational motion); work, energy, and power; mechanical waves
and sound; and introductory, simple circuits. Through inquiry based
learning, students will develop scientific critical thinking and
reasoning skills.
39992X Introduction to Forensic Science
Grades 10-12 Credits 0.5

This course uses an inquiry based approach to the sciences. Students in this course will use a multidisciplinary approach investigate
simulated and historical crime scenes. Case studies and laboratory
exercises will cover a number of forensic topics such as fingerprints,
Prerequisites: “B” or higher in Biology.
fibers, blood serum, ballistics, dental records, and autopsy reports.
Emphasis will be placed upon participation, observation, theory,
This course will examine the anatomical structures and physiologi- technique and inductive as well as deductive reasoning.
cal processes of vertebrate animals. Skeletal, muscular, digestive,
nervous, reproductive, and cardiovascular systems are among the
major body systems that are studied. The course will stress signifi- 20101 Sustainable Energy
cant hands-on laboratory experiences, including dissection* of variGrades 9-12 Credits 0.5
ous vertebrate organisms.
How do solar panels work? What is the secret of geothermal enerK03056AP AP Biology
gy? Can wind turbines provide power to for Sun Valley? The anAP
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0
swers to these energy questions will be explored and many more
questions will be discovered in this cutting edge science discovery
Prerequisites: “A” or “B” in Honors Biology and teacher recom- classroom.
mendation.
3053X Human Anatomy & Physiology
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0

This course will emphasize the major themes included in an introductory college biology course. Students will examine facts, principles and processes of modern biology; develop skills in collecting
and interpreting data, recognizing problems, establishing hypotheses, developing rational theories based upon the experimental process in the laboratory; and develop an understanding that science is
a human endeavor with social consequences.

03061 Zoology
Grades 9-12 Credits 0.5

Zoology is a semester course that will survey the nine major
phyla of the Kingdom Animalia. Students will identify key
structures and functions of these animal groups. Zoologists
research the diversity of life by studying the characteristics, taxThe course content will include the chemical and biological basis of onomic relationships, life processes, and ecological importance
living systems, cellular respiration and photosynthesis, reproductive among organisms. While this course uses many skills develpatterns and physiology, genetics, comparative anatomy, and ecolo- oped in the Biology course, 9th grade students are encouraged
gy.
to take this course to better understand relationships between
organisms and their environment.

3106AP AP Chemistry
AP
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

In eight class meetings per cycle, students will master fundamental
principles and develop competence in solving chemical problems.
Students will improve their ability to think and to communicate
their ideas, both orally and in writing, with clarity and logic. The
major areas of study include a highly rigorous treatment of the
structure of matter, the states of matter, chemical reactions, and
descriptive chemistry.
3210AP AP Physics I
AP
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0
AP Physics I is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics

Science Department
03058 Botany
Grades 10-12 Credits 0.5

Botany is a one semester course that will dig into the study of plants
and their relationship to humans and the environment. This will be
a project-based class that will use the greenhouse for multiple activities. Students will do labs and projects that will establish a working
understanding of growth, reproduction, anatomy, morphology,
physiology, biochemistry, taxonomy, genetics, evolution and ecology of plants.
03004

Astronomy
Grade 9—12

Credits 0.5

What makes a star shine? For how long will the Sun keep shining?
What are black holes and how can they form? Astronomy is a general introduction to the part of contemporary astronomy that includes how stars form and how they end their existence, will provide answers to these questions and more. The course gives special
attention to the exciting discoveries of the past few years.
03008

Astronomy II
Grade 9—12 Credits 0.5

Prerequisites: Astronomy I
Astronomy II is a course where students explore some of the mysteries of the universe in a more in-depth manner. The course focuses more closely on the current knowledge and modern techniques
used in astronomy today. Topics include, but are not limited to: the
origin and evolution of the universe, galaxy types and formation,
solar systems (our system and beyond) and stellar evolution. We will
also study theories of modern astrophysicists regarding the unseen
parts of our universe, such as dark matter, dark energy and black
holes. Finally, we will discuss the possibility that our universe might
not be the only one “out there”
.03207A

AP Environmental
Grade 10—12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Algebra 1 90% & Biology must be pre or co-requisite
Advanced Placement Environmental Science is designed to be the equivalent of an introductory college course in environmental science. Environmental science is an interdisciplinary course in that it integrates a wide
range of topics including earth science, biology, chemistry, sociology and
economics. Core scientific principles, concepts, and methodologies required for understanding the environment will be presented to the students
in this class. The primary themes of this course include: science as a process, the earth is one interconnected system, humans alter natural systems,
environmental problems involve social and cultural issues, and the concept
of environmental stewardship and system sustainability.

Social Studies Department
Many colleges require four years of social studies for admission. The Sun Valley Social Studies Department offers a wide variety of college/university accepted electives for students to choose in order to meet their interests and needs.

Social Studies Courses
Honors Civics & Government
Accelerated Civics & Government
Honors World History
Accelerated World History
AP World History
AP History (US)
Honors Contemporary US History
Accelerated Contemporary
US History
AP Psychology
Intro to Psychology (.5)
AP Government and Politics
American Society & Popular Culture
Terrorism, Human Rights,
& Human Security (.5)
AP European History
Sociology (.5)
World Beliefs (.5)
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Social Studies Department
4161H Civics & Government
Grade 9
Credits 1.0

places. The course also allows teachers flexibility to teach certain topics of their choice in depth.

This course brings the ideals and ideas of our government system to
life for students. The course studies the make up and operation of
government, including the national bureaucracy. It includes units on
the founding period and Enlightenment, how elections work, the
influence of media, civil rights, justice, and how policy is enacted.
Students will also explore Pennsylvania and local government.

4060X World History
Grade 10
Credits 1.0

4161X Civics & Government
Grade 9
Credits 1.0

Students study the history of humankind with a more concentrated focus from the Renaissance to present day. The six social
studies standards of essential content knowledge and four process skills are integrated for instructional purposes. Students will
utilize different methods that
historians use to interpret the past, including points of view and
historical context.

This course brings the ideals and ideas of our government system to
life for students. The course studies the make up and operation of 4060H World History
government, including the national bureaucracy. It includes units on
Grade 10
Credits 1.0
the founding period and Enlightenment, how elections work, the
influence of media, civil rights, justice, and how policy is enacted. Students study the history of humankind with a more concenStudents will also explore Pennsylvania and local government.
trated focus from the Renaissance to present day. The six social
studies standards of essential content knowledge and four pro4057AP AP World History
cess skills are integrated for instructional purposes. Students will
AP
Grade 10
Credits 1.0
utilize different methods that
historians use to interpret the past, including points of view and
Students who elect to take the AP World History Course will be historical context.
expected to learn the following content themes through creating
historical arguments from historical evidence, chronological rea- 4056AP AP History (US)
soning, comparing and contextualizing, and historical interpretaAP
Grades 11
Credits 1.0
tion and synthesis. The themes that will be explored are: Tech- Prerequisites: “A” or “B” in Honors World History or AP World
nological and Environmental Transformations to 600 BC, OrHistory and teacher recommendation. “A” in World History and teacher
ganization and reorganization of Human societies 600 BC to 600 recommendation.
CE, Regional and Transregional Interactions 600 CE to 1450,
Global Interactions 1450 to 1750, Industrialization and Global
More than 400,000 students participate in the AP US History exam
Integration 1750 to 1900, Accelerating Global Change and Rea- annually. The competition is keen, and the course requires student
lignments 1900 to the Present. Students who take this class will commitment to the pursuit of historical study. This course prepares
be expected to take the AP Exam for this course.
students for the AP exam, which sits in May each year. Many
(though not all) universities accept passing scores on the AP exam in
04156AP AP European History
lieu of as many as six American history undergraduate credits. The
AP
Grade 10-12 Credits 1.0
course is a de facto freshmen level college course, and by design provides students with skills required for a successful college career.
AP European History focuses on developing students’ abilities The content covers US history form Columbus to Reagan, and into think conceptually about European history from approxi- corporates an array of activities, primary source exercises, technolomately 1450 to the present and apply historical thinking skills gy, and outside reading material. The historiography focuses on soas they learn about the past. Five themes of equal importance cial economic, political, intellectual, diplomatic and cultural para— interaction of Europe and the world, poverty and prosperi- digms. A final note: students are required to fulfill a summer homety, objective knowledge and subjective visions, states and other work obligation, which is collected the first day of school.

institutions of power, and individual and society — provide 4149H Contemporary U.S. History
areas of historical inquiry for investigation throughout the
Grade 11
Credits 1.0
course. These require students to reason historically about Prerequisite: Honors World History and teacher recommendation.
continuity and change over time and make comparisons
among various historical developments in different times and

Social Studies Department
Students will study contemporary American history from 1945 to the
present. The major units of study are: the origins of the Cold War,
McCarthyism, the 1950s, Civil Rights, the Vietnam War (protests and
counterculture), the Nixon years, the Seventies, the Reagan era, the Clinton years, and post-9/11 America. A wide variety of materials and techniques are used to move students at a rapid pace in both content and
critical thinking skills. Students are required to read Thirteen Days by
Robert F. Kennedy during the course of the school year.

ine how the United States has adapted to crisis and change while retaining our national character. Students study television, film, music, fashion, dance, print, painting and other aspects of popular culture. They
will examine how technology intersects with changes in popular culture,
how culture affects society, and how society affects popular entertainments. Students create their own websites, films and other presentations using Ipads and other related technologies to demonstrate learning.

4149X Contemporary U.S. History
Grade 11
Credits 1.0

04109 Terrorism, Human Rights & Human Security
Grades 10—12 Credits 0.5

Students will study contemporary American history from 1945 to
the present. The major units of study are: the origins of the Cold
War, McCarthyism, the 1950s, Civil Rights, the Vietnam War
(protests and counterculture), the Nixon years, the Seventies, the
Reagan era, the Clinton years, and post-9/11 America. With the
assistance of the textbook and supplemental materials students will
complete long and short-term assignments. Critical thinking skills
are honed in relation to social studies content.

This class will examine in detail the following four elements of 20th and 21st
century terrorism and its toll on the world: people, technology, leaders and
“master” plans. Students will experience the extreme results of intolerance
motivated by politics religion and ideology.

04255 Intro to Psychology
Grades 11-12 Credits 0.5

The purpose of the Introduction to Psychology course is to introduce students to the major theories and concepts of human behavior. This course will provide a base for future studies in psychology
and related fields. Additionally, developing understandings of learning, interpersonal relationships and mental health will help develop
life-long skills. Students will gain personal appreciation for the psychological context in which they live.
04256AP AP Psychology
AP
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

This class is designed for those students who wish to experience a university-level introductory course in psychology, and prepare for the rigorous AP exam in May. Psychology is the study of behavior and mental
processes. It is a science with roots in the fields of biology, philosophy
and physiology. Discussions, class debates, experiments, and hands-on
activities will introduce the student to developing an understanding of
human behavior. The primary questions addressed in the course, will be
"Why do people act the way that they do in specific situations?" and
"How can people change their behaviors?" There are no prerequisites
for this course.
04149 American Society & Popular Culture
Grades 9-12 Credits 1.0

This thematic class will examine the intersection between pivotal events
in our nation and the popular cultural expressions of those periods.
Students will learn to interpret culture through a critical lens and exam-

Social Studies Department
4157AP AP U.S. Government & Politics
AP
Grade 12
Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: “A” or “B” in AP US History or Honors Contemporary
U.S. History and teacher recommendation.
AP American Government and Politics course is designed to provide students with a study of general concepts and specific analysis
of the U.S. political system. It is a college political science course.
The course covers the various institution, groups, beliefs, and ideas
that comprise U.S. politics. Major units include: Constitutional
Underpinnings; Political Beliefs and Behaviors; Political Parties,
Interest Groups and Mass Media; Institutions of National Government; Public Policy; and Civil Rights and Civil Liberties. Students
are required to interpret and utilize basic data relevant to government and politics in sustained written arguments. Students engage
in a wide variety of experiential projects and use technology to study
contemporary political science. A final note: students are required
to fulfill a summer obligation through a course blog.
04258 Sociology
Grade 11-12

Credits 0.5

Students study the nature of humans and the social world in which
they live. There are four learning domains: the sociological perspective and methods of inquiry; social structure (culture, institutions,
and society); social relationships (self, groups, and socialization);
stratification and inequality. The aforementioned four domains are
the foundation for satisfying the core requirements of an introductory high school sociology course. Students will utilize different
methods to acquire, interpret, and synthesize essential content and
concepts from a sociological context.
07001 World Beliefs
Grade 11-12 Credits 0.5

The study of world religions is an integral part of understanding individuals,
countries, and nations. Many concepts in religion can be very abstract. Consequently, an effort has been made to create a course outline that simplifies
the task at hand: teaching world beliefs in a manner that communicates abstract concepts in historical context with an understanding of diversity and
sensitivity to individual beliefs as well as how these beliefs affect the contemporary world

World Languages Department
The World Language Department challenges students to develop an appreciation for world languages, cultures and global
interdependence. By learning to communicate in other languages, students improve their command of English, become more
aware of their culture and learn that language is a partner to any career.

World Language Courses
Accelerated Spanish I
Accelerated Spanish II
Honors Spanish III
Honors Spanish IV
AP Spanish
Accelerated French I
Accelerated French II
Honors French III
Honors French IV
AP French
Accelerated Italian
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World Languages Department
6101X Spanish I
X
Grade 9-12

Credits 1.0

The Spanish I academic course focuses on listening, speaking, reading, writing and culture skills. The class is enhanced by the use of
multi-media materials and computer-assisted reinforcement. The
functions, grammar, and vocabulary are linked to give the students
the building blocks to develop language proficiency. Each student is
required to do homework on a daily basis. Assessments will include
writing passages of 75 words, projects, tests, quizzes, class participation, and tape recordings.
6102X Spanish II
X
Grade 9-10

Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Spanish I.
Spanish II builds upon the skills acquired at the previous level. Multi
-media presentations and computer-assisted learning sustain the development of language functions and introduces customs of Spanish
-speaking countries. Students will acquire a command of key vocabulary support and grammar structures providing a foundation for
proficiency as well as appreciation of the breadth and variety of the
cultures. Course requirements include daily homework, writing passages of 100 words, projects, tapes, and class presentations. Assessment instruments include class participation, portfolios, tests, and a
final examination.
6103H Spanish III
H
Grades 10-12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Spanish II

will be 200 words in length. Assessment will be based on portfolios,
final examination, class participation, essays, projects, tapes, and
tests.
6103AP Spanish
AP
Grade 11-12

Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Honors Spanish IV and teacher recommendation.
The course includes listening and speaking skills, reading comprehension, grammar and composition. The course objectives include
the ability to comprehend formal and informal spoken Spanish; the
acquisition of vocabulary and a grasp of structure to allow the easy,
accurate reading of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of
modern literature in Spanish; the ability to compose expository passages; and the ability to express ideas orally with accuracy and fluency.
The course seeks to develop language skills that are useful in themselves and that can be applied to various activities and disciplines
rather than to the mastery of any specific subject matter. Extensive
training in the organization and writing of compositions is an integral
part of the course.
Each student is required to submit speaking tapes on a regular basis
and to work cooperatively with other students to produce a videotape project. All students are strongly encouraged to take the Advanced Placement Examination. There will be a comprehensive
final examination.
6121X French I
X
Grade 9

Credits 1.0

This course is designed to strengthen and develop skills in listening,
speaking, reading, and culture. The focus is using language in the
areas of art, music, literature, drama, food, and shopping. The emphasis is placed on developing narrative and persuasive writing skills.
Students are required to do homework on a daily basis, create scenes
for videotaping, create an art project, and give a class presentation in
Spanish. Students will be assessed by portfolio, chapter tests, quizzes, presentations, class participation, writing passages of 150 words,
and the final examination.

The French I academic course focuses on listening, speaking, reading, writing and culture skills. The class is enhanced by the use of
multi-media materials and computer-assisted reinforcement. The
functions, grammar, and vocabulary are linked to give the students
the building blocks to develop language proficiency. Each student is
required to do homework on a daily basis. Assessments will include
writing passages of 75 words, projects, tests, quizzes, class participation, and tape recordings.

6104H Spanish IV
H
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

6122X French II
X
Grade 10

Prerequisites: Spanish III

Prerequisites: French I

This course is designed to increase students’ self-expression in Spanish. Class discussion student presentations and debates are an integral part of the course. Students read excerpts of the writing of contemporary Spanish authors as well as magazine and newspaper articles in Spanish. Listening comprehension develops by watching
Spanish language videos and listening to tapes. Each student is required to do several writing assignments during the course. Passages

French II builds upon the skills acquired at the previous level. Multimedia presentations and computer-assisted learning sustain the development of language functions and introduces customs of Frenchspeaking countries. Students will acquire a command of key vocabulary support and grammar structures providing a foundation for proficiency as well as appreciation of the breadth and variety of the cultures. Course requirements include daily homework, writing passages

Credits 1.0

World Languages Department
of 100 words, projects, tapes, and class presentations. Assessment Each student is required to submit speaking tapes on a regular basis
instruments include class participation, portfolios, tests, and a final and to work cooperatively with other students to produce a videotape
examination.
project. All students are strongly encouraged to take the Advanced
Placement Examination. There will be a comprehensive final exami6123H French III
nation.
H

Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: French II

6141 Italian
X
Grades 11-12 Credits 1.0

This course is designed to strengthen and develop skills in listening,
speaking, reading, and culture. The focus is using language in the areas of art, music, literature, drama, food, and shopping. The emphasis
is placed on developing narrative and persuasive writing skills. Students are required to do homework on a daily basis, create scenes for
videotaping, create an art project, and give a class presentation in
French. Students will be assessed by portfolio, chapter tests, quizzes,
presentations, class participation, writing passages of 150 words, and
the final examination.

Prerequisites: Completion of 2 years of another foreign language

6124H French IV
H
Grade 12

Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: French III
This course is designed to increase students’ self-expression in
French. Class discussion, student presentations and debates are an
integral part of the course. Students read excerpts of the writing of
contemporary French authors as well as magazine and newspaper
articles in French. Listening comprehension develops by watching
French language videos and listening to tapes. Each student is required to do several writing assignments during the course. Passages
will be 200 words in length. Assessment will be based on portfolios,
final examination, class participation, essays, projects, tapes, and tests.
06133 AP French
AP
Grade 12

Credits 1.0

Prerequisites: Honors French IV
The course includes listening and speaking skills, reading comprehension, grammar and composition. The course objectives include the
ability to comprehend formal and informal spoken French; the acquisition of vocabulary and a grasp of structure to allow the easy, accurate reading of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of modern
literature in French; the ability to compose expository passages; and
the ability to express ideas orally with accuracy and fluency.
The course seeks to develop language skills that are useful in themselves and that can be applied to various activities and disciplines rather than to the mastery of any specific subject matter. Extensive
training in the organization and writing of compositions is an integral
part of the course.

This course in Italian focuses on listening, speaking, reading, writing
and culture skills. The class is enhanced by the use of multi-media
materials and computer-assisted reinforcement. The functions, grammar, and vocabulary are linked to give the students the building
blocks to develop language proficiency. Each student is required to
do homework on a daily basis. Assessments will include writing passages of 75 words, projects, tests, quizzes, class participation, and tape
recordings.

Career & Technical Education
The Penn-Delco School District participates in a program that offers additional vocational and technical courses at the two
Delaware County Area Career and Technical Schools. Each course is an extension of the high school program and credit toward high school graduation will be awarded. The courses are scheduled on a half-day basis.
Although most students pick a main cluster of interest, some programs offer dual enrollment. Dual enrollment allows students
to schedule two (2) comparable programs of interest from the same cluster.
Most Technical programs are generally two years in length, open to eleventh and twelfth grade students.

Career & Technology
Areas of Study
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Construction Trades Technology
Human Services Technology
Internet Technology
Transportation Technology

NOREP Career & Technical Education
X
Grades 11-12
Credits 3
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